Chapter: 3175
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

After all, she could remember that the director of this commercial was
not very good-tempered.
“It’s not getting in your way, right?”
The appearance of the confrontation between the two has fallen into
the eyes of everyone present. There is a lot of discussion around, but
they are still doing their own business. No one dares to step forward to
mediate. When some staff wanted to find the director, they found that
the director was at this time. Just happened to go to the bathroom.
“This is my advertisement, I don’t want to watch you bitch!”
Yang Yue was so upset about this morning’s revelation, because it was
revealed that she went to dinner with An Tianxiang privately, and
Zheng Tao had already punished her for not being able to work for a
month.
More importantly, she was worried that An Tianxiang would alienate
her because of this.
Moreover, today is her first show after signing with Tianhua’s
advertisement. An Tianxiang was originally going to visit, but she has
not shown up until now, which made Yang Yue feel even more
flustered.
However, at this juncture, Yang Ning ran out without knowing his own
interests.
“Really, why do I think that this is An’s advertisement.” Yang Ning
glanced around lightly, not looking at her at all.
She just wanted to irritate her, anyway, it wouldn’t be herself who made
a fool of herself.
Just as the two were at a stalemate, Yang Yue’s gaze suddenly crossed
her shoulders and looked behind her. Yang Ning’s heart tightened and
she glanced back. Sure enough, it was An Tianxiang.
He had just entered the shed, and he didn’t notice the situation here.
Yang Ning rolled his eyes, and while others were not paying attention,
he suddenly fell to the ground, slammed into the chair next to him.
The people present were quietly welcoming their boss, but suddenly, a
heart-pounding “bang” sounded in their ears, and everyone couldn’t
help but cast their eyes at the source of the sound.
“I don’t want to go back! Why are you forcing me, Yang Yue! You have
to marry me to Longquan Village next door, are you happy to see me
die!”
Yang Ning screamed and screamed, and everyone present couldn’t help
but get goosebumps aroused by this shrill cry, and the eyes that looked
at Yang Yue became more and more strange.
The commotion here obviously alarmed An Tianxiang. He looked at
Yang Yue rather displeased halfway across the shed, and approached
the two of them at a steady pace.
“Yang Yue, what are you doing?”
The magnetic voice asked Yang Yue, who was stunned, in a low voice.
An Tianxiang pursed his lips, and the eyes under the bangs were as
dark as clouds.
Having never seen An Tianxiang like this, every pore in Yang Yue’s
body was filled with the aura of the other party, making her at a loss, so
she had to bow her head and timidly said, “I…I don’t know anything.
did not do……”
As soon as these words came out, everyone present began to discuss
again, and An Tianxiang, whose ears were sharp, heard those words in
his heart.
He folded his arms, recalling the scandal he learned in the morning,
and the domineering woman in front of him, and disgust rose in his
heart: “Really, then you can tell your agent these words.”
An Tianxiang knew who could pinpoint Yang Yue’s key points, and he
didn’t want to get involved in this kind of business.
Compared to this, the woman who fell to the ground in front of him
and didn’t want to get up made him more interested, because she called
out a term that he had almost forgotten.
“You know Longquan Village?” An Tianxiang looked down at the
embarrassed Yang Ning, his eyes calm.
Yang Ning was also aware of An Tianxiang’s calm reaction. She
lowered her head, trying to calm her slightly nervous heartbeat, forcing
herself to say those lines she had long thought of in his oppressive
aura.
“Well, I know, I’m from the next village, and I used to pass by there
often.”
Yang Yue, who was left to the side, keenly captured An Tianxiang’s
special interest in this village. In order to win An Tianxiang’s favor, she
hurriedly interjected: “I also know that Longquan Village is right next
door to us.”
“Shut up.” An Tianxiang didn’t want to hear Yang Yue’s noisy voice at
all, he stared at her indifferently for a long time before turning back to
his line of sight: “Since you know about Longquan Village, then you
know what special buildings there are. ?”

